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**SYSTEM INTRODUCTION**

The ExtraPlanT system addresses the concept of the extra-enterprise production planning in order to manage efficient resource allocation not only within the enterprise, but also at the company external environments (e.g., suppliers, co-operators involved in the supply chain, or virtual organization environments). ExtraPlanT demonstrates the ability of multi-agent systems to improve business processes on the extra-enterprise level and to bring the virtual organization ideas to the real industrial environment. ExtraPlanT (Hodík, Bečvář, Pěchouček, Vokřínek, & Pospíšil, 2005; Vokřínek, Říha, Pěchouček, & Mařík, 2002) is an

*Figure 1. ProPlanT extra-enterprise architecture implemented by ExtraPlanT*
extension of the intra-enterprise multi-agent planning system ExPlanTech (Pěchouček, Říha, Vokřínek, Mařík, & Pražma, 2002; Pěchouček, Vokřínek, & Bečvář, 2005) that implements ProPlanT technology (Mařík, Pěchouček, Štepánková, & Lažanský, 2000).

The main idea of ExtraPlanT is to extend the intra-enterprise planning system by the integration of a cooperation and collaboration tool to the extra-enterprise level (Figure 1 shows the advanced extra-enterprise architecture). The main architecture of intra-enterprise part of the system consists of production planning agent, production managing agent, production agent, and set of optional heavy-duty planners. The cockpit agent provides the user interaction with the system. The extra-enterprise architecture is based on extra-enterprise agent, enterprise-to-enterprise agent, remote cockpit, and extra-enterprise meta-agent.

**Extra-Enterprise Agent**

As the foundations for extension over the boundaries of the enterprise, the extra-enterprise agent (EEA) was designed. Extra-enterprise agents allow an authorized access to the system from outside the enterprise. We recognize two classes of extra-enterprise agents—passive and active agents. The passive EEA can only read the data from the system; active EEA can fully operate as they are running inside the enterprise. As the environment outside the enterprise is variable, the technology for extra-enterprise access must also be very flexible and platform independent. To satisfy this requirement, an extra-enterprise agent has been integrated with application server that allows the system to be accessible via a WEB browser or a WAP-enabled phone (see Figure 2 for screenshots of WEB and WAP access examples). Secure connection protocol and system of user access rights provided by XSecurity component (Novák, Rollo, Hodík, & Vlček, 2003) protects the system against an unauthorized access.

**Enterprise-to-Enterprise Agent**

Enterprise-to-enterprise (E2E) agent is the key component of the ExtraPlanT system. This agent makes the ExtraPlanT-based system accessible for external software systems. The main mission of the E2E agent is to support extra enterprise cooperation and collaboration by proactive connection of external agents (such as E2E agents in partner enterprises or agents of material resources suppliers), exchanging data with them, and using them for decision support. This technique helps to find possibilities of tasks’ outsourcing in case of

---

*Figure 2. Example of WEB-based interface and simulation of WAP-enabled cell phone*
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